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CONFIRMED 2021 COVID-19
CASES AT UCONN STORRS
as of 9:15 p.m. on Feb. 10

*positive test results
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The University of Connecticut’s Associative Vice President
and Dean of Students Eleanor JB
Daugherty announced in an email
Thursday afternoon that the university’s COVID-19 alert status
will be switching from red to orange.
UConn’s campuses opened in
red at the beginning of the Spring
2022 semester and have remained
in red ever since.

Under the
orange level, the
requirement
for physical
distancing is lifted
but masks are still
required when not
eating or drinking.
Starting Friday, Jan. 11 at 6 a.m.,
student activities, campus dining,
residential buildings and the Rec
Center will be open in orange.
Under the orange level, the requirement for physical distancing
is lifted but masks are still required

when not eating or drinking. Campus dining will be at full capacity
and Buckley will now be open for
dining in. To-go containers will
still be available for students who
request them through the dining
services website.
Daugherty also mentioned UConn students are now allowed as
guests in residence halls and family members are allowed to visit in
residence hall common areas. Additionally, club sports and Student
Activities can travel.
Under the next color status (yellow), masks are recommended but
not required, both indoors and
outdoors. Daugherty said the university will discuss masking and
any potential changes to UConn’s
COVID-19 guidelines later in the
month.
“As you know, the big difference between yellow and orange
is masking,” Daugherty said in
her email. “I am looking forward
to discussing masking and other
COVID-related topics with my colleagues later this month. We are
very aware of the Governor’s recent messaging regarding K-12 and
required masking. That certainly means it’s worth considering
whether any changes announced
for K-12 in Connecticut should be
applied to UConn.
“However, we are equally aware
that masking and vaccination
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compliance (including getting
your booster) are strong indicators to our good health,” Daugherty added.

Daugherty said
the university will
discuss masking
and any potential
changes to
UConn’s COVID-19
guidelines later in
the month.
At the end of her email,
Daugherty reminded students
to work with Student Health
and Wellness (SHaW) and their
medical providers to make sure
they are meeting booster requirements.
“I know [boosters] will remain an important data point
for us to consider as we move
forward,” Daugherty said.
So far, nearly 17,000 UConn
students have reported having
received their boosters, according to Daugherty.
Students can upload their
vaccination and booster records
to the patient portal on SHaW’s
website.

UConn a cappella
group fundraises with
doughnuts
by Haley Russell

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
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A University of Connecticut a cappella group is holding a doughnut
fundraiser in order to raise money for
a spring trip to Washington D.C.
Rolling Tones, one of UConn’s a cappella groups, is selling Krispy Kreme
doughnuts to students for Valentine’s
Day to go to American University’s
Acapalooza event. Students pay $10
to receive a dozen glazed doughnuts,
according to their online flyer.
Students can preorder doughnuts
with a Google Form posted by the
President of Rolling Tones, Cat Cantelmo, on Reddit. The preorder period
will end this Sunday, Feb. 13. The preordered doughnuts will be delivered
to the student’s dorm, or if the student
ordered them for someone else, they
will be delivered there.
“Some mom found us and she
ordered for her daughter, which I
thought was so cute. So, I’ll give that
to them in the morning, it’ll be really adorable,” Cantelmo said via an
in-person interview.
Cantelmo says there have already
been around 12 preorders. Her and
another member of the group will be
delivering the doughnuts on Valentine’s Day.

The group will also be sitting
inside Homer D. Babbidge Library on Valentine’s Day to sell
boxes to students. There will also
be flyers put up around campus
that day.
Cantelmo hopes to raise
around $300 to help pay for the
trip to American University for
the spring Acapalooza event.
The Valentine’s Day fundraiser
will help fund the group's train
tickets. During the height of the
COVID-19 pandemic, Rolling
Tones wasn’t able to interact with
any other a cappella groups so
Cantelmo says this trip will be
a good experience to meet other
groups and learn from singing
with others.
Cantelmo became the Rolling
Tones president last fall and says
that leading an a cappella group
through a pandemic has been
strange.
“It’s all new to me, I’m a club
president after COVID, so it’s really weird,” Cantelmo said.
She wants the group to be able
to go to events, but says it’s difficult after COVID-19.
“We do have to fundraise. I
almost feel like we’re behind because of COVID and everything,”
Cantelmo said.

What UConn does to be a green campus
by Laura Augenbraun
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
laura.augenbraun@uconn.edu

The University of Connecticut has
been acknowledged for its efforts in
creating a sustainable campus, as
well as the projects underway to further this environmentally conscious
action in the future.
The university has already won a
handful of awards, as well as ranked
highly for its progress in becoming
sustainable. Most recently, UConn
ranked eighth out of 328 schools on
the Sierra Club’s “Cool Schools 2021
Full Ranking” list, something that
measures universities’ level of sustainability efforts.
“Our rankings can serve as a
guide for prospective students, current students, administrators, and
alumni to compare colleges’ commitments to environmentalism,” the
Sierra Club said via their website. “It
also serves to spur healthy competition among schools, raise environmental standards on campus, and
publicly reward the institutions that
work hard to protect the planet.”
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Additionally, according to the
UConn Office of Sustainability, it
was the 29th school in the country
to be recognized as a Bee Campus
in 2017 and has been recertified
with this honor each year. UConn
was also the third college in New
England to be named a Tree Campus USA in 2013 with recertification every year as well.
UConn received these awards
as a result of its efforts in keeping a clean campus and spreading
awareness to students, staff and
the community about the importance of taking care of the environment.
According to the Office of Sustainability, the university is part
of the Presidents’ Climate Commitment stating it strives to be carbon neutral by the year 2050. The
university is tracking its progress
through a greenhouse gas inventory which is closely monitored by
the Office of Sustainability every
year.
UConn has created goals in five
specific areas on campus: materials, energy, land, movement and
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water. Specifically to reduce energy usage, UConn has turned to
LED bulbs as a substitute for basic
lighting fixtures.
“Final results of a three-part
Energy Department-funded study
reveal the most comprehensive
comparison to date. The study –
which evaluated not only the use
but also the manufacturing, transport, and disposal of LED, CFL and
incandescent lamps throughout
each product lifecycle – found that
LEDs have less negative environmental impacts than incandescent
bulbs and a slight edge over CFLs,”
the United States Department of
Energy said via its website.
The U.S. Department of Energy
later went on to state LED lights
require less energy in comparison
to regular bulbs and are more efficient at lighting up a room, so not
as many are needed.
The university is also focused
on low impact development (LID),
a way to make sure any runoff or
contaminated water does not pollute the natural water systems
such as any streams or lakes in
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the vicinity of campus, according
to the Environmental Protection
Agency.
“The UConn Storrs campus has a
total of three green rooves, located
on the Gant Science Complex, Laurel Hall, Storrs Hall, and NextGen
Residence Hall. Green rooves: contribute to total permeable surface
area, reducing stormwater runoff;
provide greater insulation, reducing the cost of heating and cooling;
and increase biodiversity, reduce
heat-islands, and create educational opportunities,” the Office of Sustainability said.
To spread this work to students,
residential assistants living in
dorm halls on campus have begun
planning activities and informative
posters for students to get involved.
According to a facilitation guide
created by Residential Life staff at
UConn, RAs are expected to provide students with, “tips and tricks
for sustainability and the included resources on campus on where
students can learn more about sustainability and get involved in environmental activism.”
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USG Sustainability Subcommittee Emhoff whisked from
back again for student activists
Black history event
after bomb threat
by Conner Caridad
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
conner.caridad@uconn.edu

The Undergraduate Student
Government Sustainability Subcommittee returned to the University of Connecticut this semester
after a year-long hiatus, according
to sixth-semester environmental
science major Sydney Collins.
As Sustainability Advocacy Coordinator, Collins is eager for the
subcommittee to resume the USG’s
mission of fostering collaboration
between
sustainability-minded
student activists and advocating
for the things they care about “to
the administration and all other
appropriate bodies,” USG said via
their website.
“My goal is to unify and
strengthen the broader environmental movement on campus
by leveraging the resources and
platforms available within USG,”
Collins said in an email interview.
“I encourage students to explore
what they are interested in and
passionate about, and to allow the
Sustainability Subcommittee to
serve these interests and be utilized as a resource.”

Collins said the Sustainability
Subcommittee is collaborative and
solutions-oriented — connecting
student activists to other organizations within USG, such as the
Transportation, Sexual Health
and Mental Health Subcommittees, to address intersectional environmental issues at UConn and
in Connecticut.
This semester, the organization
is rebuilding and celebrates any
degree of new membership — offering “any and all UConn students” research opportunities and
event-planning support to create
sustainable change at the local and
state levels, according to Collins.
“There’s not a specific number
[of members] that determines
our success. Just understand that
when we show up, we show up together,” Collins said.
Collins explained that the organization is as powerful as its degree of unity.
“Big or small, there’s an opportunity to make a large impact
through commitment and courage,” Collins stated.
According to Collins, it’s been
hard for the Sustainability Subcommittee to organize this past

year when most student activities
have been online.
“Virtual learning fatigue is real.
I think the pandemic made collaboration across organizations difficult and limited the capacity of
students to engage,” Collins said.
Collins emphasized that the
subcommittee is a welcoming organization, excited to represent
and support the needs of student
activists at UConn once again.
“Community-care cannot be
achieved without self-care, and
vice versa. It’s important to carry
the principles of mutual love, respect and balance throughout how
we conduct our own programming
and what our programs promote.
We value the well-being of our
community and the environment,”
Collins said.
The first of the Sustainability
Subcommittee’s weekly meetings
will be held virtually on Sunday
via WebEx, when subcommittee
chairs will explore the initiatives
to take on this semester. Collins
hopes for subsequent meetings to
be held in person. Students interested in joining can reach out to
the subcommittee’s email, sustainability@usg.uconn.edu.

Members of Harvard
University’s Hasty
Pudding Theatricals
honor Jennifer Garner,
center, as “Woman
of the Year” during a
parade, Saturday, Feb.
5, 2022, in Cambridge,
Mass.
PHOTO BY MICHAEL DWYER/AP

Jennifer Garner Hasty Pudding’s Woman of Year
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) —
“Alias” actor Jennifer Garner was
honored as Hasty Pudding Theatrical’s Woman of the Year at a parade
in historic Harvard Square Saturday
afternoon.
Garner was paraded through the
streets of Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Despite the frigid temperatures, Garner was all smiles as she waved to the
hundreds of spectators along the parade route.
“This is crazy. This is nuts,” Garner said, with jubilance in her voice,
as she observed the large crowds
from a red Bentley.
Garner, 49, will be bestowed the
group’s iconic pudding pot at a traditional roast Saturday evening. Harvard’s famed theater troupe will also
be performing its latest production,
“Ship Happens,” after the roast. This
will be the organization’s third time
featuring both men and women in
their cast and its first production in
two years since the coronavirus pan-

demic began in 2020.
At the parade, Garner was accompanied by several of the theater
troupe’s members, who were dressed
in elaborate costumes and drag.
Hasty
Pudding
Theatricals,
which dates to 1844 and bills itself
the third-oldest theater group in the
world, established its Woman of the
Year award in 1951 to honor people
who have made “lasting and impressive contributions to the world of entertainment.”
Last year’s recipient was Viola Davis, and previous winners include
Meryl Streep, Katharine Hepburn,
Ethel Merman and Cher.
Hasty Pudding organizers said
they chose Garner based not just on
her career as an actor but also because of her record as a philanthropist and entrepreneur.
“As a talented actress and philanthropist, Jennifer is a role model to
all of us at Hasty Pudding Theatricals,” said the award’s organizer,
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Jacqueline Zoeller, in a press statement. “It is so wonderful to celebrate her in this exceptional year
with the organization’s return to
stage.”
Garner was nominated for several Primetime Emmys for her role
as Sydney Bristow in the television
spy series “Alias.” She’s been lauded for her work in several movies
including “Juno,” “Dallas Buyers
Club” and “13 Going on 30.”
Garner is a Save the Children
trustee and has advocated on Capitol Hill and around the nation to
raise awareness and funds for the
organization. She also co-founded
the organic food company Once
Upon a Farm in 2017, with a goal of
providing children with the highest
quality food grown using sustainable methods.
Jason Bateman, who played
Garner’s husband in the 2007 film
“Juno,” was feted earlier this week
as 2022 Man of the Year.

Doug Emhoff, the husband of Vice President Kamala Harris, is whisked
out of an event at a high school by a Secret Service agent following an
apparent security concern, Tuesday, Feb. 8, 2022 in Washington. On
the far right is Nadine Smith, Dunbar High School principal. PHOTO BY
MANUEL BALCE CENETA/AP

WASHINGTON (AP) — Doug
Emhoff, the husband of Vice President Kamala Harris, was whisked
out of an event Tuesday at a Washington high school by Secret Service
agents following a bomb threat.
Emhoff was at Dunbar High
School to help commemorate Black
History Month and was in the
school's museum for a few minutes
when a member of his security detail approached him saying, “We
have to go.” Emhoff was hustled
out into his waiting motorcade and
whisked away.
An overhead announcement then
instructed students and teachers to
“evacuate the building.”
District of Columbia Public
Schools spokesperson Enrique
Gutierrez, who was at Dunbar for
Emhoff's appearance, said there
had been a bomb threat.
The U.S. Secret Service said in a
statement later Tuesday that “at this
time there is no information to indicate the threat was directed toward
our protectee,” meaning Emhoff.
“This afternoon, the Metropolitan
Police Department (MPD) responded to a bomb threat at Dunbar High
School," Gutierrez said afterward in
a formal emailed statement. “All students and visitors were safely evacuated in accordance with DC Public Schools protocols and given the
time of the incident, students were
then dismissed for the school day.”
Emhoff spokesperson Katie Peters said the school had alerted the

People leave Dunbar High School in Washington on Tuesday, Feb. 8,
2022, after Doug Emhoff, the husband of Vice President Kamala Harris,
was whisked out of an event by Secret Service agents following an
apparent security concern. PHOTO BY MANUEL BALCE CENETA, POSITION/AP
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Secret Service about what she said
was a “security incident or a report
of a potential security incident.”
“U.S. Secret Service was made
aware of a security threat at a school
where the @SecondGentleman was
meeting with students and faculty,”
Peters added in a later tweet. “Mr.
Emhoff is safe and the school has
been evacuated. We are grateful to
Secret Service and D.C. Police for
their work.”
The threat came in a phone call
to the front desk announcing there
was a bomb inside and giving people
10 minutes to leave, Executive Assistant Police Chief Ashan Benedict
said. The information was passed
along to the Secret Service, prompting Emhoff to be moved out of the
area, he said.
Police used bomb technicians and
dogs to search the building and concluded there was no threat, Benedict
said. Based on a preliminary investigation, it does not appear that the
threat is related to a series of threats
made to historically Black colleges
in the U.S., Benedict said.
After evacuating the building,
students, teachers and other staff
gathered outside on the high school
football field. Students were sent
home since it was close to their regular dismissal time and it would have
taken several hours for security officials to clear the building, principal
Nadine Smith said.
Peters said Emhoff's event likely
would be rescheduled.
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Chen’s near-perfect skate wins long-sought Olympic gold
BEIJING (AP) — Nathan Chen
remembers making the long drive
with his mother from his home
in Utah to Rafael Arutyunyan's
training base in Southern California. He had started out in figure
skating just a few years earlier, using his sister's skates and sleeping
in the car to follow his Olympic
dreams.
Ten years later, Chen sat alongside Arutyunyan as his scores
were read and that dream realized.
With a nearly perfect free skate
on the heels of a record-setting
short program, the 22-year-old
Yale student walked away with the
gold medal at the Beijing Games
on Thursday. He became the first
American figure skating champion since Evan Lysacek in 2010 and
capped one of the most dominant
four-year runs in the history of the
sport.
“My mom and I grew up quite
poor. We really didn't have much
money,” Chen said. “She would
just scrap together some dollars
to try to pay Raf, and Raf obviously knew about the situation and
thanks to the kindness of his heart,
was able to just continue taking me
in, and taking as much money as
we could provide him."
Arutyunyan would try to give
the money back sometimes, Chen
said, "but I would always try to
stick it in his pocket.”
On Thursday, Chen was able to
give his old coach something priceless.
“I’m happy. Just emotional,”
Arutyunyan said. “He made it.”
Inside historic Capital Indoor
Stadium in China, the nation both
his parents immigrated from,
Chen landed all five of his quads
during his “Rocketman” program set to the soaring film score
by Elton John. The statistics and
data science major finished with
an insurmountable total of 332.60
points, just three off his own world
record and 22 points ahead of his

closest competition. Yuma Kagiyama and Shoma Uno of Japan took
silver and bronze.
Chen also firmly put in the past
any lingering memories of his brutal disappointment four years ago
in Pyeongchang, when not even a
monumental free skate could rescue his medal hopes after a disastrous short program.
“It means the world,” he said.
“I'm just so happy.”
This gold medal might not be the
last Chen takes home, either.
The Americans, who earned
silver behind the Russians in the
team event Monday, were awaiting
confirmation from the IOC and International Skating Union that “legal issues” holding up the medal
ceremony were related to reports
of doping linked to their biggest
star, Kamila Valieva. That could
ultimately elevate the U.S. to the
gold medal, a second for Chen.
“I mean, I don't really feel like
I'm the most qualified person to
talk about it,” Chen said. “Whatever ends up being the case will be
the case, but I'm still wrapped up
in what I was able to do today.”
The Salt Lake City native did his
part for the American team with
a winning short program last Friday. Vincent Zhou, who was forced
to withdraw from the individual
event due to a positive COVID-19
test, would also earn a gold medal
for the U.S. because he performed
his free skate on Sunday.
The suave, down-to-earth Chen
and his Japanese rivals separated
themselves from the field during
their short programs, when Chen
shattered the world record with a
flawless performance to “La Boheme.” When they took to the ice
for the free skate, Kagiyama and
Uno made just enough mistakes to
clear the way for Chen's coronation.
Performing to “Bolero,” one of
the most popular musical selections of the Beijing Games, Uno

Nathan Chen, left, of the United States, celebrates with his coach Rafael Arutyunyan after winning the gold
medal in the men’s free skate program during the figure skating event at the 2022 Winter Olympics, Thursday, Feb. 10, 2022, in Beijing. PHOTO BY DAVID J. PHILIP/AP

under-rotated a quad salchow and
quad toe loop, then was dinged for
his combination spin late in the
program to finish with 293 points.
Then it was the 18-year-old Kagiyama, performing to music from
the film “Gladiator,” who popped
his triple toe loop and triple salchow. It was still enough to score
310.05 points and earn a fist pump
in the kiss-and-cry area, but not
enough to add any pressure on
Chen, who was calmly skating
across the placid ice as Kagiyama’s
score was read.
With a socially distanced crowd
watching Thursday afternoon in
Beijing, and millions back home
on late-night TV, Chen soared
through his opening quad salchow. He landed four more effortless quads, his only slight bobble
coming on a late combination
sequence, and couldn't wipe the
grin from his face as he seemingly
reached for the sky.

The lyrics to “Rocketman” that
played through the old home of
ping-pong diplomacy — “And I
think it’s gonna be a long, long time,
’til touchdown brings me ’round
again” — seemed altogether fitting
for the moment.
Chen basked in the spotlight in
the middle of the ice, then headed
off to hear his scores, which by that
point were a mere formality. Once
they were read, Chen's longtime
coach raised his arm like a triumphant boxer.
“He deserves it,” said American
Jason Brown, who finished in sixth
place. “I’ve gotten to compete with
him over the last four years — at
all the world championships, every
national championship, the Grand
Prix. There is no one more deserving. He worked so hard. He’s so unbelievably talented. I’m so proud to
be a teammate.”
While the spotlight shined bright
as ever on Chen, it seemed to fade

away for his longtime hero and Japanese rival.
Yuzuru Hanyu arrived in Beijing
aiming to become the first men’s
skater since Gillis Grafstrom in
1928 to win a third straight Olympic
gold medal. But after missing most
of the past year to an ankle injury,
the 27-year-old struggled through
his short program on Tuesday, essentially taking him out of contention for a medal.
All that was left for Hanyu was a
go-for-broke shot at the quad axel, a
4 1/2-revolution jump that has never been landed in competition. He
came close but couldn’t quite hold
onto the landing, then fell again on
his quad salchow before an emotional finish to what could be his
final performance on Olympic ice.
His score left Hanyu in fourth,
just out of the medals behind his
two teammates.
And, of course, behind the new
American champion.

Several factors contribute to NBC’s lower Olympic ratings

Fireworks, forming the Olympic rings, illuminate the sky during the opening ceremony of the 2022 Winter
Olympics, Friday, Feb. 4, 2022, in Beijing. NBC is on track for the lowest-rated Winter Games in history, with
Thursday night’s audience of 8 million marking the smallest primetime Olympics audience on record. PHOTO
BY LI XIN/XINHUA VIA AP

AP —
 NBC’s Mike Tirico began
Friday’s Winter Olympics opening
ceremony by saying, “just over six
months ago in Tokyo, we said we
were about to embark on an Olympics unlike any other. Now we’re
about to top that.”
In the case of ratings, though,
topping that has meant producing
record lows.
Through the first four nights of
competition, NBC is on track for
the lowest-rated Winter Games in
history. Friday night’s coverage on
NBC, USA Network and Peacock
averaged 12.8 million viewers, significantly down from the 27.8 million average in Pyeongchang four
years ago.

Friday night’s
coverage on NBC,
USA Network
and Peacock
averaged 12.8
million viewers,
significantly down
from the 27.8
million average in
Pyeongchang four
years ago.
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Thursday night’s audience of 8
million marks the smallest primetime Olympics audience on record,
surpassing the 9 million that tuned
in for the closing ceremony of the
Tokyo Games.
NBC saw a steady increase in
viewers Saturday and Sunday night,
but the ratings are down more than
half compared to Pyeongchang.
Preliminary figures from Saturday
show 13.6 million, and 13.7 million
from Sunday.
The numbers are stark but not a
surprise. Strained relations between
the United States and China due to
economic and human rights issues,
another Olympics held during the
COVID-19 pandemic, and a lack of
buzz coming into the Games have
been significant factors.
“There are a whole range of subliminal factors that are negatives
when it comes to an event in China,”
said Neal Pilson, the former president of CBS Sports who now runs
his own sports television consulting
company. “It just adds to the obvious issues, and it leads to the American public being not as interested in
the Games this year.”

The 2018 Pyeongchang Games
marked the first time since 2006 that
no night averaged at least 30 million
viewers. Last year’s Tokyo Olympics
averaged above 20 million only one
of 17 nights, and produced the nine
smallest Summer Games primetime
audiences going back to 1992.
Tokyo also marked the first time
the preceding Winter Games averaged a higher audience. Beijing also
marks the first time since 1992 that
two Olympics are taking place only
six months apart.
“The sky is definitely not falling.
Yes, we have run into a bunch of bad
factors that have made it harder for
us. But most importantly, we had a
realistic view on the audiences we
were going to deliver, and we are
delivering what we promised to the
marketing community,” NBCUniversal Television Chairman Mark
Lazarus said. “But our trend line is
pretty good. Our ratings have gone
up the last three days. We are feeling
that America is finding the Olympics."
Tokyo’s primetime viewership
decreased 47% compared to Rio de
Janeiro in 2016. If NBC can keep
that decline at the same range when
measuring the audience from four
years ago, they should consider that
a victory.
But even though the numbers
look bleak, not everything is dire
at NBC. The primetime coverage
remains the most watched event
on network television and won all
four nights significantly. And when
comparing 2018 to 2022, none of the
shows popular four years ago that
are still on the air have larger audiences.
Another example of how many
TV ratings have cratered is the Oscars. The awards show averaged 43.7
million viewers in 2014, dropped to
23.6 million four years later, and averaged only 10.6 million last year.
NBC should be the top network
all 17 nights of the Beijing Games,
which benefits advertisers.
“The ability to attract such a massive audience over the course of a
17-18 day stretch is unbelievably
powerful,” NBC Sports Chairman
Pete Bevacqua said by telephone
from Beijing. “I think anybody in

our business would love to be in that
position to have these powers of the
Olympic Games. It still has the ability to really aggregate an audience
like nothing else can.”
In a release Monday night, NBC
said that even though the average
amount of ads it has aired is 33%
lower compared to other broadcast
networks, the Olympic coverage
has delivered 241% more views than
the second most-viewed show.
While television viewers are
down, streaming continues to see
massive increases. The first four
days topped 1 billion streaming
minutes, marking the fastest ever
for a Winter Games. That puts NBC
and Peacock on pace to surpass the
total of 2.17 billion minutes from
Pyeongchang by the end of this
week.
The record for any Olympics was
4.48 billion minutes from the Tokyo
Games. The 2014 Winter Games in
Sochi, Russia, totaled 420 million
minutes.
Peacock has become the centralized place for all of NBC’s Olympic
coverage, with navigation across the
streaming platform easier.
“I think we have improved it exponentially over where we were
with Tokyo,” Bevacqua said. “That
took time, and there were things we
had to put in place to be able to put
ourselves in that position.”
NBC is also hoping the next three
Olympics can help ratings rebound.
The 2024 Summer Games are in
Paris, followed by Milan-Cortina (2026 Winter) and Los Angeles
(2028 Summer).
While some have criticized NBC
for broadcasting from Beijing, the
host city was not set in 2014 when
the network reached a $7.75 billion
deal with the International Olympic
Committee for rights through 2032.
Lazarus pointed out that the other
finalist was Almaty in Kazakhstan,
a country that has its own record of
human rights abuses and was in the
middle of a significant internal conflict.
“When a marketer or fan watches
the telecasts, they’re not supporting
China or any political agenda that
China has," he said. "They’re supporting the U.S. athletes.”
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Biden
has
failed

young Democrats
INSIDE MADDIE’S MIND

by Maddie Papcun

WEEKLY COLUMNIST
madeline.papcun@uconn.edu

Content warning: sexual violence,
domestic abuse
This past week, the University of
Connecticut has seen an increase in
conversation regarding sexual violence, speciﬁcally surrounding the
university’s failure to support survivors. This conversation was ﬁrst
sparked by a lone protest by UConn
student Alexandra Docken outside
the Rowe Center for Undergraduate
Education on Thursday, Feb. 3. She
explained the story of how her sexual
assault case against another student
was mishandled by the university in
an attempt to silence her. Since then,
multiple student-run protests have
occurred on campus. Additionally,
UConn students received an email
communication from UConn’s Interim President Dr. Radenka Maric
on the topic.
In said email, Maric mentions she
has, “... asked Dean of Students Elly
Daugherty to join me in bringing together students, staff, and faculty to
assess our current educational programs for students (including orientation and online trainings), how we
support victims of sexual violence,
and the university’s processes regarding sexual assault and intimate partner violence.” She goes on to claim,
“Determining what more we can do
will be an essential question for me
and my administration.”
Frankly, this email is insulting.
There is no combination of words
that can remedy the detrimental effects UConn’s mishandling of sexual
assault cases has had on survivors. It
does not suffice to say that the university wants to support survivors when
its actions overall reﬂect the opposite.
Hiding the issue for the sake of reputation, not using trauma-informed
responses when helping survivors,
giving ultimatums and discouraging

pursuit of legal action, along with
not properly investigating cases in
the ﬁrst place, are despicable norms
from UConn in reported cases of sexual violence. It’s disgusting to have
to beg to be treated with respect or
as if you have any value outside of
your tuition payment if something
traumatic happens to you on campus.

It does not suffice
to say that the
university wants to
support survivors
when its actions
overall reflect the
opposite.
However, my real issue with the
email is its mentioning of evaluating
educational programs including orientation and online trainings. This
is referring to the Protect Our Pack
online module that all incoming students are required to complete. The
website describes Protect Our Pack
as a bystander intervention program
covering a variety of issues including sexual assault, intimate partner
violence, stalking and bias related
situations.
I completed the module as a freshman. Everyone did. These programs
are necessary starting points for conversations regarding safety on the
college campus. However, that’s all
they are: starting points. A one-time
lesson is not enough to show students
that sexual violence will not be tolerated at UConn, nor is it enough to
show survivors that they are valued
as more than a nuisance to the UConn
administration. Furthermore, if these
lessons on consent are ever reiterated once on UConn’s campus, for
example by RA’s in ﬂoor meetings, it
is brushed aside as something “everyone knows.” It’s not taken seriously

by all students and staff, and certainly
not by the administration, and thus
is still such a prevalent issue on our
campus.
Additionally, Protect Our Pack and
other orientation videos related to
campus safety focus on themes fueled by rape culture, such as how
to not get too drunk, watching your
drink like a hawk and never walking alone at night. Clearly, this is
harmful. Yes, we want students to
be educated regarding alcohol and
other drugs, and also preventing violence. However, the presentation of
these themes focuses on protecting
yourself from attack, rather than the
idea of not attacking other students.
It’s subtle victim-blaming before any
violence even occurs. This therefore
makes it that much easier to accept
as normal from the UConn administration and authorities after violence
does occur.
Moreover, it is hypocritical of
UConn to ask us to protect each other,
to rely on each other for safety, when
they do not protect survivors, nor do
they remove abusers from campus.
As protestors yelled on both Monday
and Wednesday, “What happened to
Protect Our Pack, UConn?” Why is
it only up to your students to protect
themselves? Why do you advocate
for protection without supporting
victims yourself?
While the problem is not just here,
UConn needs to address their own
failings and create an environment
where sexual violence is intolerable.
Students should feel safe and protected at school and abusers should
be held accountable. “Protect Our
Pack” is an empty plea from the university, one that proves they will not
help us and thus we must rely on
each other. But it shouldn’t be this
way, and it can be ﬁxed, if UConn
did more than write meaningless
emails in response to student outrage. UConn, do better.

Protecting mental health
amidst the climate crisis
by Kate Lee

STAFF COLUMNIST
katherine.h.lee@uconn.edu

Subtly but surely there has been a
shift in the discourse regarding climate change: The potential for mass
extinction has transformed from a
matter of science ﬁction to one of dis-

The effects of fossil fuels
and global warming
are already profoundly
impacting those in the
Global South, from
flooding to wildfires to
pollution that requires
a facial covering to
breathe.

tant reality to one that has already
been put in motion. The effects of
fossil fuels and global warming are
already profoundly impacting those
in the Global South, from ﬂooding to
wildﬁres to pollution that requires a
facial covering to breathe. However,
climate change will soon impact the
privileged as well, from crowding, to
resource wars, to potential release
of viruses from melting permafrost
such as bubonic plague and smallpox, according to Vox. There is a
strong possibility this will become
the sixth mass extinction event, wiping humanity from a globe that is
no longer sympathetic to its pleas.
Now what?
You can reduce your carbon footprint as much as possible by driving
less and eating less meat, you can

write to governmental representatives and participate in protests.
However, many feel unable to take
action, trapped in a phenomenon
increasingly recognized as “climate
grief,” or the incomprehensible
sense of loss felt due to the tragic
trajectory of our planet. A New York
Times global survey of young people
found more than half of respondents
between the ages of 16 and 25 felt
“sad, anxious, angry, powerless,
helpless, and guilty” about climate
change and believed that “humanity
is doomed” in the future. This grief
can exacerbate mental illnesses such
as anxiety and depression, creating
debilitating symptoms that interfere
with function.

See MENTAL HEALTH, p. 8

by Owen Silverman
CONTRIBUTOR
owen.silverman@uconn.edu

As President Joe Biden enters
the 13th month of his presidency,
we must acknowledge the progress that has been made thus far.
In this time, the president has made
strides regarding the economy with
the Build Back Better Act and the
U.S.’ response to the COVID-19
pandemic. However, many, specifically young Democrats, are still
left wondering when other issues
will be addressed.
President Biden has failed young
Democrats on three fronts: Social
justice, education and the climate
crisis, each of which rests insurmountable weight on younger
generations. Unless significant
changes are made, I foresee Biden’s
younger voters rescinding their
support for him in the upcoming
2024 election.

President Biden
has failed young
Democrats on three
fronts: Social justice,
education and
the climate crisis,
each of which rests
insurmountable
weight on younger
generations.
Social justice in the United States
has recently experienced one of
its most volatile forms, with cries
from the Black Lives Matter and
Defund the Police movements reverberating through the political
sphere. These cries, however, have
gone largely unanswered. Biden,
although a passive supporter of
these movements, has done little
to reinforce the demands of grassroots and social justice groups
such as these, and this has manifested in multiple forms.
We have hardly seen any cases
of Biden meeting with civil rights
activists to discuss policymaking,
and this reﬂects through the president’s failure to pass any substantial acts to combat police brutality,
anti-black racism or discriminatory voting practices. The BREATHE
Act, which seeks to redistribute
tax-based police funding to communities of color, has picked up little
traction within Congress, partly due
to the president’s lack of support,
and other forms of reconstructive
measures on any of these issues have
yet to see the surface.
We must next consider student
debt. As of Jan. 27, 2022, U.S. student loan debt comes in at a whopping, but unsurprising, $1.75 trillion. Let’s put that number into
perspective. In 2021, the U.S. allocated a modest $705.4 billion for the
Department of Defense, with projections for 2022 spending being up-

wards of $750 billion. Similarly, the
Treasury injected $1.5 trillion into
the economy in March, 2020, with
worries about decreased spending
amid the COVID-19 pandemic as
the primary justification. Yes, this
was under the previous president,
but it acts as further proof that the
U.S. is not incapable of such an expenditure.
The act of canceling student debt
is nothing more than a stroke-ofthe-pen issue, and each day that goes
by which Biden fails to do so is further evidence that his promises early
in his campaign were hollow. During
his campaign, Biden pledged up to
$10,000 in student loan forgiveness
for each borrower. At the time of
writing, 43.4 million Americans
have student loan debt, with an average debt balance of approximately $37,000. This so-called pledge to
alleviate Americans of, on average,
only a third of their student loan
debt for the small cost of $434 billion has proven itself to be nothing
more than a futile attempt to attract
the votes of current and former students. Where is our money?
This brings us to the U.S.’ response to the climate crisis. Given
its presence as an existential threat
to all of humanity, it wouldn’t be unreasonable to assume that combating climate change is at the forefront
of our political agenda. This would
be deceivingly optimistic. With the
Build Back Better Bill hardly placing
emphasis on climate regulations,
many are left wondering what the
president plans to do to curtail the
destruction of our planet. Additionally, we are currently awaiting
the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision
on West Virginia v. Environmental
Protection Agency, which is set to
be voted upon on Feb. 28, 2022. The
ruling could severely limit the EPA’s
ability to regulate the emission of
greenhouse gasses, and ultimately
render much of the Clean Air Act
useless.
Biden’s time to respond to the
climate crisis is running out. Current projections give us less than 15
years before we reach the infamous
point of no return: the 1.5 degree
Celsius mark, which climate scientists cite as the point at which we
can no longer reverse the effects of
climate change. This affects all of
humanity, but it especially places
responsibility and repercussions
onto younger people.
So, what do I want to tell Joe
Biden right now? That his lack of
active and vocal support for social
justice and human rights movements perpetuates the silencing
of such crusades. That his empty
promises of student loan forgiveness do not come without a toll on
students. That the U.S. needs to
prioritize its response to the climate crisis before it is too late. That
young voters are fed up with his
inability to implement meaningful
policies surrounding the issues
that affect current and future generations, and not just his. That he
has failed us.
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Book Club Feature:
UConn’s newest book club Turn
the Page is the perfect organization
for anyone who loves to read
by Jordana Castelli
STAFF WRITER
jordana.castelli@uconn.edu

Reading is back, ladies and gentleman. It’s time to get your hands
on a book, and trade out the iPhone
for a piece of literature. If you’re
looking to discuss your reads with
a group of people, the newly established UConn book club Turn the
Page is the place for you.
Created by fourth-semester English major Chloe Hummel, Turn
the Page works to emphasize the
social aspect of reading.
“While searching through club
advertisements in the English
buildings, and looking through
UConntact, I noticed a lack of book
clubs emphasizing the social part
of reading,” said Hummel. “So, I
decided to create my own!”
Being an English major, Hummel spends a lot of her time reading, but she believes that reading
for pleasure is something that
everyone should incorporate into
their life.
“I think it’s so important to use
the imaginative, creative part of
your mind,” Hummel explained.
“Most people who say they don’t
like to read just haven’t found the
right genre.”
Hummel’s goal with Turn the
Page is to transform the isolating

aspect of reading into a social one.
“Engaging in discussion with
people your age who love reading
transforms the process into a fun,
social experience,” she said. “I love
talking to people about books because they notice things I missed
and interpret characters in different ways.”
She also hopes to attract anyone
who enjoys reading, not just those
who are majoring in English.
“The goal of the club is to become
super collaborative, low-pressure,
and incorporate members’ ideas,”
said Hummel. “I want the club to
be an oasis for readers; not ﬁlled
with strict deadlines and rules.”
Hummel ﬁnds reading to be the
perfect escape for when she needs
a break from school work. Growing up she was surrounded by two
parents who love to read, so books
were everywhere in her household.
“My mom always read to me as
a kid and took me to bookstores
and libraries,” she said. “She was
also part of a book club for years,
so I got to experience how they run
best.”
Hummel’s favorite author is Sarah J. Maas and one of her favorite
books is “The Seven Husbands of
Evelyn Hugo” by Taylor Jenkins
Reid.
Her overall mission with Turn
the Page is to “create a welcoming

book club environment that encourages great conversations and
lots of fun activities.” She emphasizes that everyone who joins will
be treated with kindness and respect, truly fostering a warm and
loving environment.
The goal is to present two or
three different book choices and
then give members enough time
between the next meeting to ﬁnish
them, however if someone is unable to, that is more than okay. The
ﬁrst meeting is this coming Monday, Feb. 14 at 7 p.m. in Monteith.
If you have any questions, feel free
to email Chloe at chloeehummel@
gmail.com
If you would like to learn more
about Turn the Page, follow the
group on Instagram @turnthepageuconn, or check them out on
UConntact.

Aretha at the Jorgensen: The upcoming
tribute to the ‘Queen of Soul’
by Zachary Wisnefsky
STAFF WRITER
zachary.wisnefsky@uconn.edu

In one of the ﬁrst events of the
Spring 2022 semester, University of
Connecticut’s very own Jorgensen
Center of the Performing Arts is
hosting “A Tribute to Aretha Franklin: The Queen of Soul” on Saturday,
Feb. 19 at 8 p.m.
Jorgensen will be welcoming two
acclaimed performers: vocalist and
keyboardist Damien Sneed and the
multi-Grammy award nominated
Valerie Simpson. Simpson is known
for her work writing in Motown with
her late husband, Nickolas Ashford,
hits such as “Ain’t No Mountain
High Enough,” “You’re All I Need to
Get By” and “Ain’t Nothing Like the
Real Thing.”
The Daily Campus was lucky
enough to speak with Jorgensen di-

rector Rodney Rock and performer
Sneed via email.
“‘A [T]ribute to Aretha Franklin’
is going to be an amazing experience,” Rock exclaimed. “Students
will be part of a joyful celebration
of one of the most important and
inﬂuential ﬁgures in the history of
American popular music! As one of
the most successful recording artists
of the 20th century, she was consistently ranked as one of the top “100
Greatest Artists of all Time” by Rolling Stone Magazine. She recorded
so many of the most iconic songs of
the past 50 years and this show will
feature one hit after another.”
“I hope to show audiences attending my Aretha Franklin Tribute
tour the fact that she was not only a
proliﬁc, talented artist but she was
also an incredible human being who
used her platform to help others and

promote a higher level of thinking in
the world,” said Sneed.
Franklin has been highly present
in popular culture recently, with the
release of her concert ﬁlm “Amazing
Grace” in 2018 and Jennifer Hudson’s portrayal of her in 2021 ﬁlm
“Respect.” Both of these projects
earned high praise from critics and
from audiences.
“Aretha Franklin’s musical voice
has persisted in popular culture
because she was way ahead of her
time,” explained Sneed. “Her ability
to accurately and legitimately express herself in various styles and
genres gave her an edge that others
in from her time did not have.”
“Franklin was a classic,” said
Rock. “With that utterly amazing voice and style, she recorded
a bunch of really great songs. She
came to the forefront of American

popular music during one of the dents can be acquired by emailing
most important and critical periods the box office (jorgensen.tickets@
in American history
de-successful
uconn.edu) between 10 a.m. and
“As one and
of thethe
most
velopment of popular
music.
Her
recording artists of thenoon
20th the morning on Feb. 19.
music reachedcentury,
millions
sheand
was has
consistently
been woven into
the very
fabric
of top “100
ranked
as one
of the
our lives. Old or young, I think so
many still relate [to] and appreciate
her music. It’s going to be part of
who we are for a very long time.”
For tickets to “A Tribute to Aretha Franklin: The Queen of Soul”
on Saturday, Feb. 19, please visit
jorgensen.uconn.edu for more information.
Additionally, as is for all Jorgensen events, a limited number
of free rush tickets for UConn stu“A Tribute to Aretha Franklin: The Queen of Soul” will occur on Saturday, Feb. 19 at 8 p.m. This event will feature Damien Sneed and Valerie
Simpson PHOTO COURTESY OF THE JORGENSEN
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The Olympics of college trivia is back
by Abigayl Palmer
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
abigayl.palmer@uconn.edu

For trivia fans on college campuses around the country, the
real Winter Olympics is taking
place at 8 p.m. every weeknight
on ABC. From Feb. 8 - 22, undergraduates students from 36 universities will compete head-tohead in the “Jeopardy! National
College Championship,” a new
version of the annual two-week
tournament.
Mayim Bialik (“Call Me Kat,”
“The Big Bang Theory”) is the
host for this year’s college tournament, which usually runs as
“Jeopardy! College Championship” during the game show’s
regular air time. The “Jeopardy!
National College Championship”
is a new tournament that will air
as a spin-off of the classic trivia

show in ABC’s primetime slot.
This means fans will be treated
to a double dose of “Jeopardy!”
— one 7 p.m., syndicated episode
and one primetime episode for
the duration of February.
Stanford University junior
Isaac Applebaum clinched the
win in the first round of the first
quarterfinals, which aired on
Tuesday. No doubt in part to his
computational biology major, he
dominated the Bio 101 and Bio 201
categories. It wasn’t an easy win
for Applebaum, however. Dartmouth College senior Gus Guszkowski was especially speedy on
the buzzer and led the players
going into Final Jeopardy with
$16,800. But even with a modest
wager of $2,601, Applebaum was
the only player to answer the Final Jeopardy question correctly,
ending the game with $16,401.
Round two of the first quarterfinals was another close call

that ultimately ended in a win
for Louisiana State University
junior Stephan Privat. Privat,
who played a slow but consistent
game, was stumped by the Final
Jeopardy question, which tested
the competitors on their knowledge of biological etymology.
His wager of $0 saved him from
defeat by Rice University junior
Jasmine Manansala, whose correct answer and finishing score
of $12,399 still wasn’t enough to
beat out Privat’s $14,300.
Applebaum and Privat are the
first of 12 undergraduates who
will advance to the semifinals,
the chance of winning $250,000
and the title of “Jeopardy!” National College Champion. The
second-place finalist will receive
$100,000, while third place receives $50,000. But the quarterfinalists not advancing don’t need
to be too disappointed: they all

go home with a $10,000 participation prize.
While there are no Huskies
competing this year, there are a
few contestants who hail from
Connecticut that you may want
to root for. Gus Guszkowski,
who was unfortunately knocked
out in the quarterfinals, is from
Pomfret Center, Connecticut.
Representing Brandeis University, West Hartford native Joey
Kornman advanced to the semifinals with a $17,201 win in game
four of the quarterfinals.
Those who missed the first
three episodes of the “Jeopardy!
National College Championship”
can catch up on Hulu, but less
dedicated viewers can join the
fun and test their knowledge every weeknight at 8 p.m. on ABC.
The champion will be crowned
on Feb. 22, 2022.

‘Snowdrop’: New
Korean series receives
backlash as it airs on
Disney+
by Tracy Davidson
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
tracy.davidson@uconn.edu

Recently, there has been an increase in Asian representation in
media; movies like “Crazy Rich
Asians” to “Parasite” and even
“To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before” have been an encouraging
push toward showcasing Asian
and Asian American talent in
the spotlight. When news broke
out that “Snowdrop,” a Korean
series, was coming to Disney+,
the Asian community was looking forward to seeing more of
that representation, however it
fell short on many levels.
“Snowdrop”
is
centered
around the Korean conflict in
1987 when South Korea was undergoing a movement toward democracy. This period in Korean
history is marked by the tremendous struggle South Koreans
faced fighting for democracy.
Mass amounts of young protesters, specifically college students,
gathered in the streets to protest
against an unjust authoritarian
government. Consequently, they
were severely punished by the
government for doing so.
One viewer tweeted: “Watch
Snowdrop all you want but
please do not try and say it’s real
history now. Read books. Watch
other media pieces that tell the
true story. Listen to the Koreans
who fought…”
Many South Koreans feel that
“Snowdrop” diminishes the pain
and hard work of those who
fought hard for democracy in
their country. They believe that
this story reframes the narrative
of what actually happened and
softens the violent actions of the
South Korean government toward its citizens. By romanticizing this crisis, modern viewers

lose appreciation for the sacrifices made by past generations
who have paved the way for democracy and freedom.
“Snowdrop” took the “forbidden love” trope and ran with it
— we see a university student
played by Blackpink’s Jisoo and
a North Korean spy played by
Jung Hae-in fall for one another.
Without context, the combination of an entertaining storyline
and good acting may make the
series easy to watch without a
second thought. But, it is imperative that we preserve history so
that the people of today do not
gloss over the painful history of
those before us.

Many South
Koreans feel
that ‘Snowdrop’
diminishes the pain
and hard work of
those who fought
hard for democracy
in their country.

Poster for the new Disney+ show Snowdrop. Tracy Davidson reports on the conflicts that surround the new
series. PHOTO COURTESY OF IMDB
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Roundtable:
Fun football food
Believe it or not, Super Bowl LVI
is already here — that’s 56, for those
not versed in Roman numerals.
Personally, I don’t know the most
about football nor do I keep up with
the NFL, so if you’re like me, check
out this beginner-friendly crash
course about the Super Bowl this
year. Honestly, my favorite memory of watching the Super Bowl in
years past are the party spreads.
From classics like chicken wings
to Filipino favorites like lumpia, I
always had a blast chowing down
throughout the night while vaguely
watching the game. Here are some
of the Life section’s favorite Super
Bowl Eats.

Kaylie Sheehan,
Campus Correspondent
I’d have to say the best Super
Bowl food is wings — cliché, I know.
In fact, there is a whole restaurant
dedicated to the act of eating wings
and watching football. They’re
such a versatile food in the sense
they can be an appetizer or a meal,
boneless or bone-in and whatever
ﬂavor you want them to be.
Besides the obvious fact they’re
delicious, wings truly are not that
bad for you. Actually, upon doing
some research, I found there are
beneﬁts to eating wings. Sources
say that the consumption of chicken wings can have therapeutic effects on those who suffer from diseases such as arthritis, diabetes and
heart disease, among other things.
Americans eat over 1 billion
chicken wings during the Super
Bowl. To put that number into perspective, every student at UConn
would have to eat 33,000 wings
each to reach 1 billion.
A Super Bowl get-together is
incomplete without wings, in my
opinion. There are pizza, nachos
and dips, but none of those things
can withstand sitting on the table
all day without getting soggy or unappetizing. Even though they can
get messy, wings are an easy appetizer to eat, especially when you
don’t want to take your eyes off the
TV.

Amy O,
Campus Correspondent
One of the best parts of the Super Bowl is the food. Personally,
my favorite appetizer to snack on is
chicken and waffles bites! Although
it seems like an odd combination,
they have become an American
breakfast-for-dinner classic. Even
better, they’re pretty low-maintenance for a delicious snack. After
gaining popularity in Harlem in
the 1930s, you can now ﬁnd them at
your favorite corner diner nationwide. Eating it is a choose-yourown-adventure — some people eat
the chicken for dinner and save
the waffle for dessert, but with the
chicken and waffle appetizer, you
can conveniently get the best of
both worlds in every bite.
I was pretty bummed out when
I ﬁrst discovered the dish because
of my dietary restrictions. However, the mom-bloggers’ cute pictures
on Pinterest ﬁnally wore me down.
If you want to replicate my spin on
them, just cut up Lightlife plantbased smart tenders, dip them in
ﬂour, egg and breadcrumbs and fry
them in a pan. Then pop a Van’s gluten-free frozen waffle in the toaster,
cut it into quarters, and place the
fried chicken on top. Drizzle with
maple syrup and stick a toothpick
through, and you’re good to go! Go
Bengals!

Hollie Lao, Life Editor
The fact that I do not know an efﬁcient or less messy way to eat nachos bothers me, but they still hold
a special place in my heart. It’s the
perfect food to share with a group,
since you can easily throw all the
ingredients into a tin and bake
them together. However, there’s
nothing more disappointing than
leftover nachos that just don’t heat
up the same the next day. Besides
a solid group to share with, the
key is an equal distribution of the
toppings throughout all the layers.
I hate when I get past the top layer and there’s no cheese with my
chips.
My ideal nachos would have
chopped tomatoes, lettuce, jalapeños, ground beef and melty
shredded cheese, served with sour
cream. Fun variations are buffalo
chicken nachos or pulled pork nachos, but the cheese isn’t as prominent in those options. That’s why
you can’t go wrong with the classic!

Let’s Get Lit-erary
by Joanne Biju

STAFF WRITER
joanne.biju@uconn.edu

Daunted by the lengthy text, I’ve
kept “Little Women” by Louisa May
Alcott on my to-be-read list for
years. I ﬁnally dove in last summer,
determined to read the book before
tackling the 2019 ﬁlm adaptation.
Was Timothée Chalamet the
driving force behind my viewing
of “Little Women”? Or did I watch
the ﬁlm with the altruistic intent to
compare it to the book for this column? The world will never know.
Stellar casting aside, Greta Gerwig brings a lot to consider with her
adaptation of “Little Women” — an
act that has been done no less than
seven times, according to IMDB.
This ﬁlm comes hot on the heels of
the 2017 PBS mini-series starring
Maya Hawke.
Though I loved the movie dearly,
it did diverge from the structure of
Alcott’s novel, which was understandable considering the time con-

straints. The most notable change
was the shift to a nonlinear timeline.
In the novel, readers get an uninterrupted view of Meg, Jo, Beth and
Amy growing from childhood to
womanhood. We see how their experiences shape them into the people they are by the end of the novel.
The movie, in contrast, starts with
Jo as an adult and alternates timelines, perhaps adding intrigue by
holding back context. Yet, part of
the raw, emotional journey that the
novel offers only comes with that
context.
Not to mention, switching timelines can be confusing to viewers
who haven’t encountered the text
before. Though Gerwig slightly adjusts the lighting for each timeline,
there is not much indication that
anything else has changed. Even
the actors remain the same. This
may be nice for continuity’s sake,
but confusion arises when you have
fully-ﬂedged adults playing adolescents.

This is particularly seen with
Florence Pugh’s portrayal of young
and pouty Amy, jealous of her older
sisters. There is something jarring
about a grown woman throwing
a temper tantrum. In one scene,
Amy is in class with several other
students — all portrayed by child
actors. Pugh is the odd one out, and
it does not go unnoticed.
While the blurred timelines leave
something to be desired, Gerwig
brings about some truly phenomenal additions. Professor Bhaer, Jo’s
love-interest, is no longer a middle-aged man, which is a relief.
More importantly, the movie enhances Alcott’s feminist agenda,
something that can come across as
mild-mannered when being read in
the 21st century.
For example, Laurie insists that
Amy choose to marry for love over
wealth. Though the statement was
offered with good intentions, Amy
fumes at his delusion.
“If I had my own money, which
I don’t, that money would belong

to my husband the moment we got
married. And if we had children,
they would be his, not mine. They
would be his property, so don’t sit
there and tell me that marriage isn’t
an economic proposition. Because
it is,” Amy retorts in an emboldened moment unique to the ﬁlm.
Gerwig also emphasizes Jo’s career as an author, which is somewhat put on hold in the novel. The
title sequence at the movie’s start
depicted a leatherbound copy of
“Little Women” authored by Alcott.
By the end of the movie, we see that
same copy reappear. This time, it
is penned by Jo March. Hence, she
has made it as a novelist, telling the
tale of the March sisters we have
just seen unfold on-screen.
The book is better, of course, offering many more life lessons and a
stronger connection to each character. Yet, overall, the movie functions
as an outstanding adaptation of Alcott’s work.
Rating: 5 out of 5 stars
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Photo of the Day | I hope I get it

Will Glidden, member of Dramatic PAWS, rehearses for the upcoming auditions for the organization’s spring musical. The music building practice rooms were filled with students
Thursday night rehearsing for various instrumental and vocal performances. PHOTO BY JULIE SPILLANE, GRAB PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY CAMPUS

Maintaining our mental
wellbeing in spite of the
ongoing climate crisis
MENTAL HEALTH, cont. from p. 4
If we are expected to fight
climate change, we must protect our physical and mental
health. But how do we do that
when one of the primary skills
learned in therapy is how to
check the facts and challenge
notions of impending doom?
In this case, the facts support
the worry. A recent Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change report asserts we must
take radical action to limit climate change to 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels, however, a Daily Campus
article states we are more realistically expected to experience an increase of 8.5 degrees
Celsius during the 21st century.
A new branch of therapy is
emerging that is dedicated to
climate grief and allowing one
to live with the truth of the science without losing ability to

function in everyday life. There
is currently little empirical evidence on effective treatments,
but the field is growing rapidly.
The Climate Psychology Alliance provides an online directory of therapists educated
in climate, and the Good Grief
Network, a support network
based on 12-step addiction programs, has created more than
50 groups, and professional
certifications on climate psychology have begun to arise,
according to the New York
Times. Some argue that climate
change is a highly politicized
issue and should not be discussed by therapists, however,
this argument fails to account
for the vast need patients have
for this type of support.
However, it is crucial that
therapies do not train patients
to dismiss their worries but
rather teach them how to coexist with them. There is a technique in dialectical behavioral

therapy called radical acceptance, which is exactly what
it sounds like: accepting the
truth about something in a way
that is counterintuitive, challenging and radical. This does
not mean accepting that climate change is inevitable and
failing to act; rather, this is a
disciplined way of living with
terrifying truths without them
ruling and ruining your life.
Perhaps those of us living
with climate anxiety are destined to live the story of Sisyphus. Sisyphus is a character
in Greek mythology who is
punished by Zeus, forced to
push a boulder up a hill each
day only for the rock to tumble to the ground that night.
Training the mind to radically
accept the truth of the climate
crisis will require daily effort
and may never feel natural,
however, it is necessary to be
able to live functionally with
the problem in order to fix it.

COMIC BY MELISSA LYDER, ARTIST/THE DAILY CAMPUS

COMIC BY GRACE MCFADDEN, DIGITAL EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS
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Erin Jackson favored to end US speedskating
drought in China
BEIJING (AP) — Erin Jackson
shocked herself by making the
U.S. Olympic team four years ago.
Barely confident of staying upright
after just four months on the ice,
she was just happy to be in Pyeongchang. Now, she’s the favorite for
speedskating gold in Beijing.
“This time around I’m coming in
swinging and I’ve got my sights set,”
she said.
The former inline and roller derby
skater from balmy Ocala, Florida,
has made huge strides since 2018,
when she finished 24th in the 500
meters in South Korea.
Jackson became the first Black
woman to win a World Cup race
in November. She took four of this
season’s eight races in the 500,
medaled in two others and is No. 1 in
the world in the sprint race, which
seemingly made her a lock for the
Olympic team.
A slip of her blade nearly did her
in. She stumbled mid-race at the
U.S. trials in early January and finished third. Only the top two were
guaranteed berths, leaving Jackson
sleepless that night wondering if her
dream had been dashed.
Brittany Bowe wouldn’t hear of it.
Bowe, a close friend of Jackson, gave
up her spot in the 500. Bowe will
compete in the event on Sunday, too,
after the U.S. picked up a third quota
spot.
No American woman has won
the 500 since Bonnie Blair claimed
three straight Olympic titles from
1988-1994. The last individual medal
of any kind by a U.S. woman came
in 2002.
“Erin is absolutely on the top of
her game now,” Bowe said. “I cannot
wait to see what she has in store.”
Neither can coach Renee Hildebrand, who will be watching from
Florida.
Jackson and Bowe, along with
teammate Joey Mantia, are all from

Erin Jackson of the United States skates during a speedskating practice session at the 2022 Winter Olympics, Wednesday, Feb. 9, 2022, in Beijing. PHOTO BY GERALD HERBERT/AP

Ocala and grew up training as inline
skaters on two wheels under Hildebrand before transitioning to ice.
“Erin’s technique is still not what
she wants it to be on ice,” Hildebrand said. “She’s really quick right
now. Eventually, she’s going to be
really quick and really good with
her technique. I think she will break
some records.”
Jackson began skating at age 10,
quickly transforming into a self-described rink rat. She looked up to
Bowe, who at 33 is four years older.
“This just makes it so much
sweeter,” Jackson said of Bowe’s
gesture. “It makes it 10 times more
awesome.”
Jackson’s stumble is one of several obstacles she’s overcome. In 2019,
she endured back problems. Then
she missed the entire 2020-21 season
because of COVID-19 quarantines
for being a close contact and because

of an eye injury caused by a bungee
cord snapping loose.
Through it all, Jackson kept the
same composure she showed after
her slip at trials.
“She’s a class act through everything,” said Matt Kooreman, national sprint coach for US Speedskating.
Jackson describes herself as more
of a student than an athlete. She certainly has the credentials, having
graduated with honors from the
University of Florida in 2015 with a
degree in materials science and engineering. She earned an associate’s
degree in computer science and is
working toward another associate’s
in kinesiology.
“I couldn’t imagine not taking every opportunity I can to better my
education,” she said. “I value education so much.”
Jackson took a year off from classes to prepare for the Olympics, but

In NBA All-Star draft, Durant
selects ... anyone but Harden
(AP) Kevin Durant wanted no
part of James Harden on the day
their partnership in Brooklyn ended.
Durant kept passing on Harden in the NBA All-Star Draft until LeBron James had to take him
Thursday with the last pick, bringing some petty comedy to the process.
James had the first pick among
players in the starters pool for the
Feb. 20 game in Cleveland and
drafted Giannis Antetokounmpo.
Durant took Joel Embiid, whose
Philadelphia 76ers agreed to the
trade with Brooklyn that sent Ben
Simmons to the Nets.
Durant had the first choice among
reserves, going with Devin Booker
of the NBA-leading Phoenix Suns.
That meant James had the final pick
and Durant made clear who was go-

ing to be left for him.
With his final pick, Durant took
Defensive Player of the Year Rudy
Gobert of the Utah Jazz, explaining
with a straight face he needed size
— even though defensive-minded
players are hardly a need in an exhibition mostly about offense.
Holding a clipboard over his face
to hide his laughter, James asked
Durant if Harden was healthy
enough to play. The three-time scoring champion and 2018 NBA MVP
has missed the last three games
with a left hamstring tightness.
“He got traded. He’s healthy
now,” TNT analyst Charles Barkley
responded.
James also drafted former MVPs
Stephen Curry and Nikola Jokic in
the starter pool, along with Chicago’s DeMar DeRozan. Durant took
first-timers Ja Morant of Memphis

and Andrew Wiggins of Golden
State, and Boston’s Jayson Tatum
— who replaced him in the starters
pool because Durant is injured and
won’t play.
The Team LeBron reserves: Luka
Doncic, Dallas; Darius Garland,
Cleveland; Chris Paul, Phoenix;
Jimmy Butler, Miami; Donovan
Mitchell, Utah; Fred VanVleet, Toronto, and Harden.
The Team Durant reserves: Booker, Karl-Anthony Towns, Minnesota; Zach LaVine, Chicago; Dejounte
Murray, San Antonio; Khris Middleton, Milwaukee; LaMelo Ball,
Charlotte, and Gobert.
James has been a captain every
year since the NBA went to a format
where the leading vote-getters draft
teams, instead of Eastern Conference vs. Western Conference. His
teams have gone 4-0.

she’s missing the academic grind.
“I’m better all around when I’m a
little busier,” she said. “Right now, I
feel like I’ve gotten really lazy.”
Among her many goals is increasing diversity in a sport dominated
by white athletes. She has reached
out to Edge Outdoors, a Washington
state non-profit that provides scholarships to cultivate women of color
in snow sports, about possibly starting a Utah chapter.
“Young girls are writing to her.
She’s enjoying that part of it now,”
Hildebrand said. “She’s understanding that she can make history
in more ways than one. We need
more diversity in our sport, both inline and on ice. To see skaters of all
different colors would be great.”
The racial reckoning that took
hold in the U.S. after George Floyd
was killed by police in 2020 helped
lay the groundwork for change

decades in the making in sports.
Jackson has her own thoughtful approach.
“I stay out of all the things that
are going on like that. I feel that, of
course, because it’s something you
can’t really escape,” she said. “But I
try to help by being a positive example. There’s a lot of negativity in the
world and I try to fight it by being an
example of something good.”
One of her inspirations is her
72-year-old father, Tracy. He moved
to Salt Lake City from Florida last
June to live with his only daughter.
Her mother, Rita, died in 2011 when
Jackson was a senior in high school.
“He means a lot to me,” Jackson
said. “I’ve always been a daddy’s
girl. Just having his love here and
now, it’s like I never left.”
Jackson’s evolution from the
rough-and-tough pack skating of
roller derby on four wheels to racing
on blades in a pair against the clock
has been gradual. Her coach Ryan
Shimabukuro got her biking, lifting weights and dry-land training,
things she’d never done as an inliner.
“The ice is so much more technical,” Shimabukuro said. “You make
one mistake, you can lose 10 spots,
especially in the 500 meters where
the smallest margin is a thousandth
of a second.”
Jackson has proven a quick study,
to the point where Shimabukuro
has had to tell her to knock off wearing herself out.
“She’s a game-day racer,” he said.
“That’s one of her biggest attributes.
No matter what the situation is on
the day of the race she can up her
level.”
A lifelong learner, Jackson figures
she’s still early in her education on
ice.
“I can’t see myself stopping now
when I’m just figuring out what I’m
doing,” she said. “I feel like it’s the
beginning.”

BEIJING
SNAPSHOT: Local
fans allowed inside
Olympic bubble

Spectators wait for Eileen Gu, of China, during the women’s freestyle
skiing big air finals of the 2022 Winter Olympics, Tuesday, Feb. 8, 2022,
in Beijing. PHOTO BY JAE C. HONG/AP

Brooklyn Nets guard James Harden (13) is shown during the first half of an NBA basketball game against the
San Antonio Spurs, Friday, Jan. 21, 2022, in San Antonio. The Philadelphia 76ers have traded Ben Simmons
to the Brooklyn Nets for James Harden as part of a multiplayer deal. The trade was confirmed by multiple
people who spoke to The Associated Press Thursday, Feb. 10, 2022, on condition of anonymity because the
trade had not been announced. PHOTO BY ERIC GAY/AP

BEIJING (AP) — Some local
fans are getting to watch the Beijing Games in person, though it’s
not clear exactly how they were
selected for a visit inside the
tightly controlled Olympic bubble.
As part of the strict measures
intended to prevent the spread of
COVID-19 at the Games, athletes,
reporters and others are being
limited to a “closed loop” of dedicated Olympic venues and hotels.
Plans to sell tickets to the general public were scrapped before
the Games began. But organizers
announced that about 150,000
local spectators including school
children and foreign embassy
staff would be allowed in some
venues.

How they are selected is a bit
of a mystery. Jiarong Yan, a representative for Beijing organizers,
said they apply and are invited by
community organizations, educational institutions and other
groups. They’re subject to protocols, including testing before they
enter and health monitoring after
they leave, but quarantining isn’t
required. They are kept separate
from others inside the bubble.
On Thursday, some fans sat
spaced apart inside the Capital Indoor Stadium to watch the
men’s figure skating free skate.
Cheers erupted for China’s Jin
Boyang and again when Nathan
Chen of the U.S. delivered a free
skate performance that won him
the gold.
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Photo of the Day | Swim of a lifetime

UConn senior Katelyn Walsh takes a breath while swimming the 100-yard breaststroke, which she would go on to break the pool record for with a time of 1:02.18 in her last regular-season meet swimming as a Husky. The UConn women’s swimming and diving team put on a dominating display in their exhibition matchup against Providence College, successfully concluding their regular season on Feb. 5. 2022 at the Wolff-Zackin Natatorium in Storrs, Conn. PHOTO BY SOFIA SAWCHUK, STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY CAMPUS

Men’s Hockey: UConn ships to Boston for BC to
determine series winner
by Taylor Coonan
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR
taylor.coonan@uconn.edu

In the final of a three-game series this season, the Huskies will
face the Eagles for what will be the
determining game of who claims
a series victory on Friday, Feb. 11.
This will be UConn’s only game of
the weekend after playing Tuesday night, and the Ice Bus needs to
make it count.
“We played a pretty complete
game on Tuesday night against
Merrimack, but that’s certainly
not going to help us at all tomorrow night versus the Eagles,” head
coach Mike Cavanaugh said on
Thursday.
As UConn comes off of the Merrimack and overall series win, BC
just suffered their fourth-straight
loss this season earlier this week.
Still, Cavanaugh isn’t counting
them out.
“I was really impressed with
[BC], watching them play in
the Beanpot on Monday night. I
thought they deserved better in that
game, I thought they controlled a
lot of it and they ran into a hot goaltender,” Cavanaugh said.
There’s another “hot goaltender”
on UConn’s lineup who melts the
ice around the net each game. Who
could that be?
Darion Hanson.
Despite this being his first season with the Huskies, Hanson has
made an immediate impact that
keeps growing with each game
through his continued experience
and development.
“Again, it’s a kid who’s played a
lot of hockey. He’s played over 100
college hockey games, so he understands what his strengths are,”
Cavanaugh expressed. “Now, he’s
become so acclimated to our team,
I think he understands the strength
of our team. When you have a goaltender that you really believe in, it
makes playing the game a lot easier. You’re not afraid to make mistakes because you feel like you have
a goalie that can bail you out [at]
times.”
Hanson, a graduate student, has
only allowed two goals or less in
the last seven games. When UConn first lost to BC in the beginning
of the season, 1-2 at the XL Center,
Hanson only let in two goals while
making 37 saves. He allowed four
in the Jan. 8 game, but UConn still
won 5-4.

Cavanaugh attributes the strong
scoring and defensive efforts to the
skating experience that several upperclassmen bring to Storrs.
“I think we have some great seniors. With the three grad students
we have, along with our seniors,
that’s 10 upperclassmen with those
guys alone. They’ve provided a lot
of stability for our team and experience,” Cavanaugh said. “They’ve
played a lot of hockey and in February, I think they understand what it
takes to win, and I really have got to
credit them.”
One of the most senior lines consists of forwards Vladislav Firstov,
Jachym Kondelik and Kevin O’Neil.
Paired with Hanson on the defensive side, they look to lead the team
on both ends of the ice. However,
Cavanaugh doesn’t claim the credit
for making those connections.
Cavanaugh admitted “luck” is
why the line with Firstov, Kondelik
and O’Neil works so well.
“I’d like to say that it was really
strategic but … They all just bring
a different element to the line,”
Cavanaugh said. “They play great
defense and a lot of offense comes
from playing really well in your defensive zone. They don’t cheat, and
that’s how they’re creating a lot of
opportunities.”
Cavanaugh elaborated that it’s
really within the opportunities
that these players, among the other
members of the roster, create that
make them successful as individuals and thus produces team success.
“You have to be able to generate
chances from your offensive zone
and second and third opportunities, multiple shot shifts,” Cavanaugh explained. “If you’re not doing that, you’re not going to have
sustained scoring. It’s just [like] in
football, you have to have a running
game. If you’re going to completely
rely on your passing attack, sometimes things are going to go wrong.”
There are few things that have
gone wrong for the Huskies as of
late, with a plethora of goals and
goal scorers.
“We’ve scored six goals in backto-back games and I don’t think
anybody has two in a game. We’re
getting six different goal scorers
and that, to me, shows that we have
a lot of depth on our team,” Cavanaugh said. “That, to me, is more
important than just a couple of guys

UConn defeats Providence College 2-1 in the XL Center during a winter storm on Friday night, Feb. 4, 2022.
The match was very heated with both teams playing with a high level of physicality. PHOTO BY KEVIN LINDSTROM,
PHOTO AND VIDEO EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS

carrying the team. When you’re
getting contributions up and down
your lineup, that usually means
your team is in sync, has a good
rhythm and is playing really well.”
The only thing that holds these
goals and the scorers back, however, is coming up short on the power play. Cavanaugh admitted that
“It kept me up the other night,” in
reference to puck fumbles this season where the Huskies miss their
chance to score with their opponent
down a skater. However, the UConn power play isn’t a force to be disrespected.

“The thing I like about it is what
I’m watching in practice, I like
the energy of our power play, how
they’re performing in practice,” Cavanaugh said. “I think it’s a matter
of time before the power play’s going to be scoring some big goals for
us … and it has.”
He proves this argument, recalling “The last BC game, they scored
the goal to put us ahead. In Merrimack, we’re down a goal and a big
power play goal tied the game and
all of a sudden, we got two quick
ones after that. It has scored at
some big times this year. I have a lot

of faith in it and while the numbers
might not be where they are now,
it’s the next one that’s the most important power play and that’s what
we’re going to stay focused on.”
The Huskies are definitely focused on the next one, and look to
keep their scoring and winning
streaks going in Boston, practicing this week to have something
to show for any power play chances they can create on Friday night.
Their opportunities await at 7 p.m.
on the Kelley Rink in the Conte
Forum. Catch the action on NESN
plus or SportsLive.
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Women’s Hockey: Huskies face off against
Providence twice as regular season winds down
by Sam Zelin

STAFF WRITER
sam.zelin@uconn.edu

After a painful shootout loss
to BU last Friday, UConn rallied to sweep the season series
against UNH 5-0 in blowout fashion. Now, the Huskies have only
two opponents remaining in the
regular season: a series against
Providence this weekend and two
games with Northeastern after
that.
With a current total of 46 Hockey East points, UConn’s maximum possible regular season
point total is 58 (three points per
regulation victory), and all Hockey East No. 1 Northeastern would
have to do to surpass that is win
two of their remaining five conference games. Therefore, the
Huskies’ chances of topping the
conference are slim. However, No.
2 Vermont is only one game and
three points ahead of UConn, so
the race to silver is very much still
a close one.
Now onto the games. Friday
night’s matchup will be played in
Storrs at the Freitas Ice Forum,
with puck drop at 6 p.m. Alongside the Hockey East action,
Friday is also the annual Skating Strides game, with UConn
partnering with the Be a Wonder foundation, an organization
that supports patients with rare
diseases and their families. The
game Saturday will be played at 3
p.m., in Providence, R.I. this time.
Providence comes into this
series as the Hockey East team
with the best record of the teams
under .500 this season. The Friars’ season has been nothing
short of a rollercoaster, as they
did not win a game in the month
of January (seven losses and four
postponements), but have not
yet lost in February (four wins).
After sweeping three games in a
row against Holy Cross, they defeated Merrimack on Tuesday to

keep the win streak alive going
into the UConn series. On offense, the Friars are led in points
by assist-leader Hayley Lunny
and goal-leader Lindsay Bochna.
Both were productive in the two
squads’ first meeting back in November, with Bochna recording a
goal and an assist, while Lunny
picked up an assist as well on the
way to a Providence shootout victory.
In the crease, the Friars have
mainly relied on two goaltenders
this season. Playing the majority
of the minutes is Sandra Abstreiter, who has a .933 save percentage in conference play. Also playing significant minutes, Mireille
Kingsley has a .938 save percentage. Both players whave one shutout each this season.
Eager to not have a repeat of
the last Providence game, UConn looks to capitalize on the momentum from the 5-0 Saturday
win. On offense, some Huskies to
watch include Danielle Fox, who
had a hat trick against UNH; Morgan Wabick and Taylor Wabick,
who currently lead the team in
assists with 16 and 17 apiece and
Natalie Snodgrass, who had two
goals of her own on Saturday to
take sole possession of the UConn
goal lead for conference play this
season.
In net, UConn’s two goaltenders, Samantha Carpentier-Yelle
and Megan Warrener, look to expand on the success of last week,
where only one goal total was
allowed. They now sit at Hockey
East save percentages of .921 and
.955, respectively.
Just as the first time the two
teams met, this series is poised
to be a close one. Both squads
have reasons to play, with UConn pushing for second and Providence fighting to get to .500. Stay
tuned for the action, which starts
Friday at 6 p.m. in Storrs, streaming on SportsLive.com.

The Huskies suffer a 3-2 loss against Quinnipiac on Nov. 27, 2021 at the Freitas Ice Forum in Storrs, losing
the 2021 Nutmeg Classic championship game. PHOTO BY SOFIA SAWCHUK, STTAFF PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY CAMPUS

Track and Field: Huskies poised to maintain top spots
in Big East rankings ahead of 2-meet weekend
by Demi Alexander-Nicholas
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
nicholas.r.martin@uconn.edu

Following an impressive showcase at last weekend’s Columbia
Challenge, the UConn men’s and
women’s track and field teams
have sights set on mirroring their
performance when they return
to The Armory for the Rutgers
Open, as well as the David Hemery Valentine Invitational at Boston University this weekend. The
teams will split as they did for
the Great Dane and John Thomas
Terrier Classics two weeks ago.
With the Big East regional indoor
championships in two weeks, the
Huskies will have another shot at
gearing up for the championships,
which are being hosted in Chicago
this year.
With three wins in four competitions this season, junior Patricia Mroczkowski returns this
weekend to build on her promising season thus far. Ranked No.
20 nationally, the Berlin, Conn.
native was named Big East Field
Athlete of the Week and is currently ranked first in the conference following her 1.80 meter
personal record performance last
weekend. This weekend’s meets
will also feature men’s team captain Eric Van Der Els, who re-

This 2019 photo shows a UConn runner competing at the George J. Sherman Family Sports Complex. The
UConn track and field teams performed impressively at last weekend’s Columbia Challenge. FILE PHOTO/THE
DAILY CAMPUS

turns following a big PR clocking
last weekend. Van Der Els goes
into the weekend ranked third in
the Big East in the men’s mile be-

hind Georgetown rivals Matthew
Payamps and Camden Gilmore,
who hold the first and third spots
in the national rankings.

Women’s captain Taylor Woods
looks to improve on her technical
mishaps at last weekend’s Columbia Challenge. Leading the Big

East in the long jump, Woods is
ranked no. 16 nationally, and trails
Cornell’s Leone Farquharson in
the regional rankings.
Ahead of this weekend’s competition, UConn currently ranks
first nationally in the men’s event
squad standings for the heptathlon, with a combined 21,170 points.
The men’s team also leads the
rankings in the Big East conference, followed by Butler and Marquette. Their female counterparts
in the women’s team join them at
the top of the Big East rankings,
ahead of St. John’s and Villanova.
The Huskies men also head the
Northeast regional rankings, with
Harvard and Army West Point
trailing, while the women’s team
is ranked third in the region, behind Harvard and Cornell.
The David Hemery Valentine
Invitational will hold the women’s
meet on Friday with the men’s following on Saturday. The women’s
competition gets underway on Friday at 10 a.m. with the 5000 meters. Competition gets underway
on Saturday at 9 a.m. for the men
at the Boston University Track
and Tennis center. The Huskies
will face competition this weekend from Cornell, Yale, Princeton,
University of Texas, University of
West Virginia and the University
of Maryland.
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Women’s Basketball: No. 8 Huskies have
big matchups in critical weekend
by Cole Stefan

STAFF WRITER
cole.stefan@uconn.edu

The UConn women’s basketball
team is between a rock and a hard place.
They thought they had everyone back
(excluding Paige Bueckers and Aubrey
Griffin) entering their matchup against
Tennessee only for Caroline Ducharme
to precautionarily be ruled out.
Prior to tipoff Wednesday, Olivia
Nelson-Ododa was taken out of the
starting lineup. She was not ruled out,
but she did not play against Villanova.
In similar fashion to the Oregon game,
when Christyn Williams tested positive
for COVID-19, the Huskies were caught
off-guard and upset 72-69, ending their
169-conference game winning streak.
Villanova controlled the game from the
tipoff, outrebounding the Huskies 37-21
and leading by as much as 19.
This weekend is a critical one for the
Huskies (15-5, 9-1 Big East) as they’re
playing two teams currently ranked in
the top 60 in NET, according to warrennolan.com.
Since being placed in the starting
lineup, Azzi Fudd is on fire. She topped
a 25-point performance against Tennessee with a 29-point showcase against
Villanova. Fudd, who’s averaging 12.7
ppg, is shooting 11-17 from beyond the
arc, bumping her three-point percentage up to .510.
Williams was the other double-digit
scorer in Wednesday’s heartbreaker,
dropping 24 points. Williams, the leading point scorer in Bueckers’ absence,
has been a veteran leader and a superstar, scoring in single digits only once
since the Notre Dame game. Her 15.2
ppg make her a dangerous threat. Evina Westbrook has been both a bench
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Edwards The UConn Women’s Basketball Team defeats Tennessee 75-56 in a major giving DePaul a
fouled out in her victory at the XL Center Sunday afternoon. The Huskies took an early
strong backcourt.
and held onto the W, taking their season record to 15-4. PHOTO BY
last game, but her lead
Rogers is also averJULIE SPILLANE, GRAB PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY CAMPUS
6.6 ppg and 4.1 rpg
aging 6.2 rebounds
make her a dangerous threat. She will tory.
a game to provide the Blue Demons
The Blue Demons are a high-scoring with great defense.
need to stay out of foul trouble against
two aggressive teams as the Huskies team, averaging 90.2 ppg and not scorDePaul allows over 75 points a game
ing below 65 points in any game this while UConn averages 71.7 per game.
are limited up front.
Ducharme is currently day-to-day, season. The X-factor for the Blue De- The Husky offense will need to be acper head coach Geno Auriemma, while mons is Aneesah Morrow. The fresh- tive, and if the scoring is more balanced
there have been no updates to Nel- man forward is the Big East’s leading this time around, then this will be anson-Ododa’s status. Through all the scorer, averaging 20.6 ppg with a shoot- other offensive barnburner.
adversity, the Huskies keep battling, ing percentage of .524 from the field. In
Marquette (17-5, 10-3 Big East) sur“as long as we have five, we should be their last matchup, Morrow dropped 30 vived Creighton by three points on
ready to go,” Williams told the press af- points and collected 14 rebounds. Mor- Sunday and will put their six-game
row is a dangerous defender for anyone winning streak on the line Friday
ter Wednesday’s loss.
The DePaul Blue Demons (19-6, 11-3 to go up against as she averages 13.4 rpg, against a white-hot Villanova team beBig East) made light work of the Prov- first in the conference. Her 142 offensive fore playing UConn. This is their first
idence Friars this past Sunday, bounc- rebounds and 193 defensive rebounds game against each other since the 2021
ing back after a tough loss against also lead the Big East by miles.
Big East Championship, when UConn
Sonya Morris is the Blue Devils’ No. won their 19th title 73-39.
Creighton. When these two teams last
met, Ducharme’s backfoot bucket with 2 scoring threat as her 17.9 ppg ranks
Camryn Taylor scored nearly one
one second left secured the UConn vic- third in the conference. She takes more out of every three Golden Eagle points,

but she transferred to Virginia, leaving
Lauren Van Kleunen in charge of the
offense. Van Kleunen, who scored six
points against UConn, is averaging 14.0
ppg with 6.6 rebounds. As of Thursday,
Van Kleunen hasn’t been held to single
digits since playing Creighton on January 7. Her three double-doubles make
her a dangerous threat.
Marquette is a very defense-heavy
team, a complete 180 of DePaul’s
gameplan. Liza Karlen is the leading
rebounder, with an average of 7.0 rebounds per game to go alongside 9.0
points per game. Karlen has two double-doubles on the season and consistently knows how to crash the glass.
Chloe Marotta, meanwhile, collects
6.8 rebounds a game and has two double-doubles of her own.
The Golden Eagles have an aggressive offense to go with their defense.
Karissa McLaughlin, a Purdue transfer, scores 13.0 points a game while Jordan King averages 11.4. McLaughlin is a
dangerous threat from beyond the arc,
shooting a team-leading .448% from
three while King attacks the low post
and forces turnovers.
This will be a lower-scoring matchup
as Marquette only averages 65.9 points
a game. Having Nelson-Ododa back on
the frontcourt would be critical has the
Golden Eagles outrebound their opponents 41.6-31.8 every game.
The grudge rematch against DePaul
tips off at 7 p.m. tonight at the Gampel
Pavilion on SNY.
The Huskies’ first bout with Marquette commences at 2:30 p.m. EST
Sunday on FOX. Both games are available on the UConn Sports Network
with live stats provided by StatBroadcast.

Men’s Basketball: UConn looks for second
consecutive ranked win against Xavier
In search for a start to a strong
win streak against a Big East team,
UConn will look to care of business
against No. 25 Xavier on Friday at the
Cintas Center.
This will be the first time that
UConn has faced the Musketeers all
season. The Huskies were supposed
to play the Musketeers on Dec. 28,
but the game was postponed to this
Friday due to UConn’s early season
issues with COVID-19. Now, they’re
ready to go against another ranked
Big East foe.
Despite the Huskies seemingly
holding their heads high after Tuesday’s win, they’re looking at a desperate Xavier team that is coming
off two close losses to unranked programs in Seton Hall University and
DePaul University. The Musketeers
will be playing with a chip on their
soldier as they search for a huge Big
East win to break their cold streak.
UConn can’t take its foot off the pedal.
The Huskies can’t mess around
with a team as talented as the Musketeers either with plenty of talent
spread across their roster. Forward
Jack Nunge has been playing great
basketball, currently averaging 12.7
points, 7.1 rebounds and 1.6 blocks.

That’s all without mentioning the junior’s solid shots from deep at 36.2%.
You can’t forget about Paul
Scruggs either. The senior guard has
had some impressive scoring recently, averaging 17 points over his last
five contests. Xavier will definitely
be looking for some effective scoring from Scruggs and the Huskies
will need some impressive defense to
stop him.
A huge key to UConn’s continued
dominance would be to get back to
their identity on the boards. The
Huskies are second in the league in
offensive rebounding percentage and
top five in total rebounds per game.
Xavier and UConn are both facing
some injuries. With UConn, Akok
Akok is questionable to return to
the lineup after missing his last two
games with a foot sprain. If Akok
were to return for the Musketeers,
the Huskies would certainly be happy due to the forward’s huge defensive presence in the paint and improved shot from the three point line.
For Xavier, the team is missing
Cesare Edwards and Dieonte Miles.
Edwards has seen little time on the
court for the Musketeers with just
five games played this season. Miles,
in 16 games this season, is averaging
1.8 points in 9.5 minutes.
Friday’s game will tipoff at 7 p.m.
and will be broadcast on Fox Sports 1.

The UConn men’s basketball team plays against nationally-ranked opponent Marquette at the XL Center
on Feb. 8, 2022. The Huskies beat Marquette’s Golden Eagles 80-72. PHOTO BY SKYLER KIM, GRAB PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY
CAMPUS

UCONN SCOREBOARD

UPCOMING GAMES

Women’s tennis
Wednesday

vs.
Women’s basketball, Friday, 7 p.m.
Storrs, CT

vs.

6

1

vs.
Women’s ice hockey, Friday, 6 p.m.
Storrs, CT

UConn Huskies

@uconnhuskies

70 Career Goals! Congrats to Natalie
Snodgrass on breaking the @uconnwhoc
record for the most goals in program history!

TWEETS OF THE DAY

STAFF WRITER
evan.2.rodriguez@uconn.edu

INSTAGRAM OF THE DAY

by Evan Rodriguez

@UConnHuskies
Tomorrow night is @UConnWBB’s annual #Play4Kay Pink Game at 7 p.m. in
Gampel

UConn Softball

@UConnSoftball
Huskies set to open the 2022 season
at the Northern Lights Tournament
this weekend!
#WEbeforeme #GotYourSix
Follow The Daily Campus @dcsportsdept

